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Diagnosis and treatment of bacterial meningitis

H El Bashir, M Laundy, R Booy

This review focuses on recent advances of topical interest regarding the diagnosis and treatment of common causes of bacterial meningitis occurring in children beyond the neonatal period. Tuberculous meningitis is beyond the scope of this review.

Bacterial meningitis is an important cause of death both in the developed and developing world.

DIAGNOSIS

Symptoms and signs

Bacterial meningitis can be difficult to diagnose as the symptoms and signs are often non-specific, especially in young children. The symptoms may include high temperature, poor feeding, vomiting, lethargy, and irritability. The clinical signs include bulging fontanelle, fever, drowsiness, apnoea, convulsions, and purpuric rash. In older children the more classic signs of neck stiffness, headache, and photophobia are more common. The specific signs of Kernig, Brudzinski, and nuchal stiffness are often absent in children. These signs are poorly sensitive in adults, let alone children. In one study in adults, both Kernig and Brudzinski signs had a sensitivity of only 5%, while sensitivity of nuchal rigidity was 30%. The non-specific nature of the symptoms and clinical signs means that we often overtreat and look to other investigations to confirm the diagnosis.

Investigations

Lumbar puncture

Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) analysis and culture remains the definitive method for diagnosis of meningitis. Issues in respect of indications, contraindications, and safety of lumbar puncture have been covered recently. Whether to perform lumbar puncture (LP) in a child with petechial rash is still a matter of debate. Some in the UK hold that an unwell child with petechial rash is pathognomonic of meningococcal disease and so a lumbar puncture would add very little in terms of diagnosis and carries a high risk of making the haemodynamically unstable child worse. Others contend that identification of the organism in the CSF is important for treatment, prophylaxis, and epidemiological studies. We side with the latter view but recognise that there are reasons for delaying LP until it is safe. Whether the decision is to perform LP or not, antibiotic treatment should not be delayed.

CSF sterilisation following antibiotic use occurs rapidly. "Sterilisation" of meningococci may occur within two hours, whereas for pneumococci at least four hours of antibiotic therapy is needed. If live bacteria are to be cultured, the LP must be performed before or, if that is not possible, immediately following the administration of antibiotics. The introduction of molecular techniques has, however, meant that live organisms are not required for identification, so there is less need for an early CSF. Blood polymerase chain reaction (PCR) may be negative, whereas PCR performed on CSF collected after treatment and stabilisation can still be informative (see below for further discussion of molecular techniques).

Traditional teaching holds that when white cells found in CSF are primarily polymorphs, meningitis is bacterial in origin. However, viral infections, especially those caused by enterovirus, may initially cause a predominant polymorph response in the CSF, which may persist throughout the illness.

The rapid antigen latex agglutination test on CSF or blood has the benefit that it can be done locally and rapidly, but its lack of sensitivity can limit its clinical use. Ultrasonic enhancement has increased the sensitivity of these tests. Commercial kits are available that cover Neisseria meningitidis serogroup B, a combination of meningococcal serogroups (W135, A, C, and Y), Streptococcus pneumoniae, Haemophilus influenzae type b, Escherichia coli K1, and group B streptococcus. Where specimen volume is limited, guiding the microbiology laboratory as to what organism is important in prioritising the tests.

Cranial computed tomography

Cranial computed tomography (CT) is of limited use in acute bacterial meningitis. It has been used mistakenly to exclude raised intracranial pressure. CT in cerebral oedema may show slit-like lateral ventricles, areas of low attenuation, and absence of basal and suprachiasmatic cisterns. However, there is considerable variation in the size of normal lateral ventricles, which makes interpretation of the CT scan difficult. There are case reports of cerebral herniation following an LP with a normal CT scan. In a prospective Canadian study of 41 children, clinical management was not influenced by CT findings.

Abbreviations: ADH, antidiuretic hormone; CRP, C reactive protein; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; CT, computed tomography; ECW, extracellular water; ICP, intracranial pressure; IL, interleukin; LP, lumbar puncture; MIC, minimum inhibitory concentration; PAF, platelet activating factor; PCR, polymerase chain reaction; RCT, randomised controlled trial; SIADH, syndrome of inappropriate secretion of antidiuretic hormone; TNF, tumour necrosis factor
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those abnormalities detected were already suspected on neurological examination. The main indication for a CT scan in meningitis is when the diagnosis is uncertain and other possible causes of meningism are being considered, for example, posterior fossa tumours or if complications of meningitis are suspected, for example, cerebral abscess. Any decision to perform a CT should not delay the use of antibiotics.

Other investigations
All children admitted to hospital with suspected meningitis should have a blood culture, a throat swab, a blood EDTA (ethylenediaminetetra-acetic acid) specimen for PCR studies and baseline clotted blood for serology. Full blood count, C reactive protein (CRP), clotting studies, and urea and electrolytes should also be routinely performed. A trap to watch for is a low or normal CRP that may occur early in severe infection.

Meningococci can be isolated from the throat in about half the patients with meningococcal disease; this figure is not affected by antibiotic treatment. Aspiration of petechiae in meningococcal disease is a neglected investigation. One study found that petechiae from two thirds of patients contain meningococci, which could be seen on Gram stain or cultured. Antibiotics do not affect the viability of meningococci in the skin or in sputum. This investigation is particularly useful in that a definitive diagnosis of meningococcal disease can be made when classical signs preclude lumbar puncture.

Molecular techniques
PCR for Neisseria meningitidis and Streptococcus pneumoniae using either blood or CSF can be obtained in the UK from several public health laboratories. In the case of meningococcus, the introduction of a new extraction method from whole blood has improved sensitivity and specificity of PCR; in a recent study from Liverpool a sensitivity of 87% and a specificity of 100% were reported in children with probable meningococcal disease. The clinical distinction of probable from possible meningococcal disease is important, as the yield from patients described as “possible” cases is very low. Requesting PCR tests on samples from every patient with the remotest chance of meningococcal disease would lead to inundation of the diagnostic service with very little benefit. It may be argued that if the clinician is already certain that he or she is dealing with meningococcal disease, why the need for further tests? However, confirmation is important at an epidemiological level, especially as PCR techniques can be used to further characterise meningococci, for example, by serogroup and serotype. Furthermore, not all ill children with haemorrhagic rash have meningococcal disease. While the test itself can be done quickly in the UK (and elsewhere) on the same day of receipt, the centralised nature of the service in the UK at the Meningococcal Reference Unit means that, once transport time is factored in, the turnaround may be several days before a result is available.

PCR may in the future be used to determine prognosis. A recent study using quantitative PCR on blood revealed that meningococcal bacterial DNA load correlates with disease severity and that the maximum load is highest in those who die. For the diagnosis of pneumococcal disease, using PCR may be problematic. Its role in diagnosis is at present not as well established as for meningococci. Most commonly, the technique involves the amplification of the pneumolysin gene common to all pneumococci. On CF, the test is both sensitive and specific. However on blood, false positive results may be obtained due to the high nasopharyngeal carriage rate in young children.

TREATMENT
The choice of antibiotic depends on the organism isolated. In most cases the initial treatment has to be empirical, but nonetheless based on epidemiological knowledge of the commonest organisms for each age group and local antibiotic resistance patterns. The chosen antibiotic should have bactericidal activity in the CSF. Patients with pneumococcal or Gram negative bacillary meningitis who are treated with bacteriostatic antibiotics may have a poor clinical outcome. Animal studies have shown that a bactericidal effect is necessary for sterilisation of the CSF and survival.

There are three factors affecting antibiotic activity: ability to penetrate the CSF, concentration, and intrinsic activity in infected fluid. When the blood-brain barrier is intact, penetration is limited, because transport across cells is minimal and the junctions between endothelial cells of the cerebral microvasculature are tight. In meningitis, the integrity of the barrier is altered, resulting in increased permeability and enhanced CSF penetration of most antibiotics. The antibiotic concentration in CSF needed for optimal bactericidal activity is uncertain. However, in experimental studies, maximal bactericidal activity occurs when the concentration of an antibiotic is approximately 10–30 times the minimal bactericidal concentration against the organism in vitro.

Bactericidal antibiotics promote the release of bacteria cell wall products such as endotoxins, teichoic acid, and peptidoglycans. These products provoke the production of the inflammatory mediators such as tumour necrosis factor α (TNF-α), interleukin 1 (IL-1), and platelet activating factor (PAF). The release of inflammatory mediators can be associated with worsening of disease and poor outcome. However, one experimental study showed that the release of bacterial toxins after initiation of antibiotics was much less than that released by bacteria not exposed to antibiotics.

In a child with suspected meningitis, urgent transfer to hospital, followed by concurrent microbiological investigation and antibiotic treatment are the cornerstones of management. Lack of adequate blood and CSF culture may result in difficulty deciding on the duration of treatment and uncertainty over the antimicrobial susceptibility of the organism.

Partially treated meningitis
As the early symptoms and signs of bacterial meningitis are non-specific, up to 50% of cases may initially receive oral antibiotics. This partial treatment may delay the child's presentation to hospital and result in a diagnostic dilemma. The CSF findings may be altered; Gram stain and growth of organism may be negative, however antibiotics rarely interfere with CSF protein or glucose. In this situation CSF should be sent for both PCR and bacterial antigen detection, as these are not affected by prior antibiotic administration.

Duration of treatment and choice of antibiotic
The duration of antibiotic therapy depends on the organism isolated. For S pneumoniae and H influenzae, 10–14 days treatment is generally recommended while for N meningitidis a seven day course is sufficient. In Listeria monocytogenes and group B streptococcal meningitis, antibiotics should be given for 14–21 days. For Gram negative bacilli a minimum of three weeks is needed.

In most cases of bacterial meningitis a broad spectrum cephalosporin (cefotaxime or ceftriaxone) is the most appropriate empirical choice in children over 3 months old. These cover Neisseria meningitidis, Streptococcus pneumoniae, and Haemophilus influenzae, and penetrate CSF well. Ampicillin should be added in young infants (less than 3 months old) to cover Listeria monocytogenes. The treatment of choice for Gram negative bacillary meningitis is cefotaxime or ceftriaxone. Aminoglycosides are sometimes used in addition, but not alone as they often do not exceed the minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) for Gram negative bacteria and may not be successful in eradicating the pathogen.

Ceftriaxone may be effective when given as a single daily dose (80–100 mg/kg) to treat serious bacterial infections.
Antibiotic resistance

Table 1 Dosages and frequency of the common antibiotics used in bacterial meningitis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Drug</th>
<th>Dose</th>
<th>Frequency (times daily)</th>
<th>Maximum total daily dose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Penicillin G</td>
<td>50 mg/kg</td>
<td>4–6</td>
<td>14.4 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cefotaxime</td>
<td>50 mg/kg</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ceftriaxone</td>
<td>80–100 mg/kg</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampicillin</td>
<td>100 mg/kg</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cefazidime</td>
<td>50 mg/kg</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vancomycin</td>
<td>15 mg/kg then 10 mg/kg</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 g</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

including meningitis in children. Although this regimen may be cost effective, safe, and convenient, one concern is that missing a single dose or delaying it may result in inadequate CSF drug concentration. A randomised trial in 100 infants who were already showing signs of recovery revealed that four days of ceftriaxone treatment is as effective as seven days with no difference in complications. We suggest that confirmation is required from larger studies of these encouraging results before recommending a shorter treatment period.

Antibiotic therapy may need to be modified once a pathogen is cultured and antibiotic susceptibility testing becomes available. If pneumococcal meningitis is high on the differential diagnosis and there is a clear history of anaphylaxis to β lactams, and keeping in mind that perhaps 10% of those allergic to penicillin cross react to cephalosporin, a combination of vancomycin and chloramphenicol is an alternative. Vancomycin is added because of the risk of penicillin resistant pneumococci and the possibility of failure of chloramphenicol in this group.

For more complicated cases such as immunosuppressed patients or those with recent history of head trauma or neurosurgery, and those with cerebrospinal fluid shunts, broad spectrum antibiotics against Gram positive and Gram negative organisms should be given, such as a combination of vancomycin and ceftazidime.

Studies comparing the use of rifampicin with ceftriaxone in experimental _S_ pneumoniae meningitis support the use of rifampicin because of a reduction in the release of proinflammatory mediators, decreased secondary brain injury, and a lower early mortality rate. As the release of bacterial cell wall products and the production of proinflammatory mediators may be associated with more severe disease and worse outcome in some patients with bacterial meningitis, the initial use of rifampicin (for say 1–2 hours) followed by addition of a β lactam may result in reduction of tissue damage and a better outcome. However this approach is not human evidence based.

Other less frequently used carbapenem antibiotics, such as imipenem and meropenem, are very active in vitro against most isolates of _S_ pneumoniae, although some penicillin resistant strains have shown reduced susceptibility. Pluriquinolones, such as trovafloxacin, gatifloxacin, and moxifloxacin are potentially effective in the treatment of multiply resistant pneumococcal isolates because of their activity and CSF penetration, even when dexamethasone is also given.

Table 1 shows the dosages and the frequency of the common antibiotics used.

**Use of intravenous fluids**

In general, most children admitted with meningitis are given intravenous fluids. A common practice has been to restrict fluids to two thirds or three quarters of the daily maintenance: the reasoning is that this reduces the likelihood of the syndrome of inappropriate secretion of antidiuretic hormone (SIADH). The incidence of SIADH reported in studies varies considerably, from 4% to 88%, which can be attributed to the different criteria used in its definition. SIADH leads to hyponatraemia and fluid retention, which may worsen cerebral oedema. However, a significant proportion of meningitis cases present with dehydration or hypovolaemia and are in clinical need of fluid resuscitation. As the mechanism of antidiuretic hormone (ADH) secretion in meningitis is still unknown, the debate on whether the increased secretion of ADH is appropriate or not remains unclear. This has resulted in the clinical dilemma of whether fluids should be restricted or not. Children with meningitis have excess total and extracellular water (ECW), an appropriate increased secretion of ADH, and mild systemic hypertension. All these changes are needed to overcome the raised intracranial pressure and to maintain adequate cerebral blood flow and perfusion. Consequently fluid restriction may increase the likelihood of adverse outcome. One experimental study showed that liberal fluid administration in _Escherichia coli_ meningitis did not aggravate brain oedema. Interestingly, a recent multicentre randomised trial from Papua New Guinea comparing moderate oral fluid restriction to total maintenance intravenous fluids in the first 48 hours in those not show any increase in adverse outcome in the non-restricted group; however, signs of dehydration at presentation were a risk factor for adverse outcome.
in the fluid restricted group. Hyponatraemia has been correlated with an increased risk of seizures and neurological abnormalities. Although hyponatraemia can occur as a result of excessive fluid administration or SIADH, it can also occur in children with dehydration. It is therefore important that the degree of hydration is carefully assessed in order to correctly manage the fluid balance. If the decision is not to restrict fluid intake, extra care should be taken to avoid over-hydration, as this can easily occur inadvertently when maintenance fluids are given intravenously and other oral intake (for example, breast feeding) is allowed.

The British Infection Society working party recommended that adult patients with meningitis should be kept euvoalaemic and not fluid restricted in an attempt to reduce cerebral oedema. Similarly we suggest that the evidence does not support fluid restriction in children.

Use of dexamethasone

Steroids have anti-inflammatory effects and decrease the release of various cytokines. They inhibit the transcriptions of mRNA for TNF-α and IL-1, and the production of prostaglandins and PAF, reduce vasogenic cerebral oedema, and reduce the production of inducible nitric oxide synthase. Inflammatory changes in meningitis may ultimately lead to nerve damage and deafness. The use of corticosteroids in bacterial meningitis has been debated for more than 40 years. Recent meta-analyses of steroid use in bacterial meningitis have reached different conclusions, perhaps because of the difference in their eligibility criteria. A study showed that conclusions derived from some of the randomised controlled trials (RCTs) of antibiotic use in bacterial meningitis may be inaccurate because they are underpowered to show clinically significant differences. We can speculate that the same has occurred with RCTs of steroid use in meningitis. This may explain why some RCTs have shown that dexamethasone reduces overall mortality, hearing loss, and the incidence of long term neurological sequelae in children, whereas others did not show similar benefits.

Different doses of dexamethasone have been used. A dose of 0.4 mg/kg given every 12 hours for a total duration of two days proved to be safe and as efficacious as the dose of 0.15 mg/kg given every six hours for four days. The short course may perhaps help to reduce the risk of gastric haemorrhage.

There are concerns regarding the penetration of antibiotics into the CSF when steroids are used. Animal studies showed that penetration of antibiotics such as vancomycin is reduced in steroid treated compared with non-steroid treated animals. However in children, vancomycin achieved adequate concentration in the CSF even when dexamethasone was concurrently given.

A recent large double blind placebo controlled trial from Malawi showed no benefit of dexamethasone as an adjuvant treatment in children with acute bacterial meningitis in a developing country. Delayed presentation and underling illnesses such as anaemia, malnutrition, and HIV-1 infection may have influenced the effect of dexamethasone in this setting.

The best evidence for the benefits of dexamethasone is in H influenzae type b meningitis. However, the evidence of benefit for pneumococcal meningitis is less certain. There does appear to be benefit if dexamethasone is commenced before or simultaneously with the antibiotic. We favour its use empirically in developing countries for children with suspected meningitis.

As a result of the changing epidemiology of bacterial meningitis, for example, the massive reduction in H influenzae type b meningitis and the emergence of antibiotic resistance, the question of the efficacy of steroids in bacterial meningitis will continue to be debated.

### Recommendations for prevention of secondary cases among close contacts

**H influenzae type b infection**

- All home contacts should be given rifampicin 20 mg/kg/day (max. 600 mg/day) for four days.
- Any unvaccinated children aged 12–48 months, should be given one dose of the vaccine.
- Unvaccinated children aged 2–11 months should be given three doses of the vaccine.

**Meningococcal infection** *(should be given one of the following)*

- Rifampicin 600 mg every 12 hours for two days for adults; for children the dose is 10 mg/kg (under 1 year, 5 mg/kg) every 12 hours for two days orally.
- Ceftriaxone 250 mg in adults (child <12 years, 125 mg) intramuscularly as a single dose.
- Ciprofloxacin 500 mg orally as a single dose in adults and children aged >12 years (not licensed but extensively used).
- Unvaccinated children and close contacts aged >2 years and exposed to meningococcus A, C, Y, or W135, should be offered quadrivalent meningococcal vaccine.

For details of those who should receive chemoprophylaxis, contact a consultant in communicable disease control (or a consultant in infectious diseases, or the local public health laboratory).

Unless there has been mouth-to-mouth contact (or direct exposure to infectious droplets from a patient with meningococcal disease), healthcare workers do not generally require chemoprophylaxis.

**Pneumococcal meningitis**

- Chemoprophylaxis not normally indicated for close contacts.

**Other types of bacterial meningitis**

- Secondary prevention not required.

### Treatment of raised intracranial pressure

Raised intracranial pressure (ICP) is a well recognised complication of meningitis. The signs of raised ICP include altered level of consciousness, bradycardia, hypertension or hypotension, and altered respiratory pattern. A normal fundoscopy examination does not rule out a raised ICP as papilloedema is a late sign.

Osmotic diuretics such as 20% mannitol, glycerol, and hypertonic saline are used in the treatment of cerebral oedema and raised ICP. Their action is through shifting fluids from the extravascular to the intravascular space, resulting in a reduction of intracranial pressure. Mannitol is given as an infusion in a dose of 0.25–1 g/kg. Mannitol is not without side effects; a hyperosmolar state may follow repeated doses, worsening cerebral oedema and impairing cardiac output.

No published evidence is yet available, but there is a randomised controlled trial of glycerol, mannitol, and steroids in the treatment of raised ICP for children with bacterial meningitis, which will close in 2004 (Heikki Peltola, personal communication).

Measures to optimise brain homeostasis by ensuring adequate delivery of oxygen and nutrients as well as maintaining cerebral perfusion and ensuring adequate mean arterial pressure are as essential as interventions to reduce raised ICP. Such interventions range from nursing the child in a head up position of 20–30° and in a quiet environment, to elective intubation and sedation and appropriate treatment, to lower intracranial pressure. The beneficial effect of hyperventilation in the treatment of raised ICP is still debated. It is generally recommended to aim for a minimal hypocapnia (PaCO₂, not less than 3.5 kPa) to avoid excessive cerebral vasconstriction.

---
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Chromoprophylaxis and prevention of secondary cases
There are no published systematic reviews or randomised controlled trials studying the effect of prophylactic antibiotics in preventing secondary cases in meningococcal disease. An RCT that is large enough to find a significant difference is unlikely to be performed. One RCT showed benefit of rifampicin in preventing secondary cases of Haemophilus influenzae meningitis among close contacts.36

Suspected cases should be reported as soon as possible to the local public health services, and general practitioners should be informed about policies for secondary prevention of meningococcal disease.27

The box gives recommendations for chromoprophylaxis and prevention of secondary cases among close contacts.
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